Motorcraft® parts specifically for Ford and Lincoln vehicles

- All replaced components are Original Equipment, the exact same as were originally used
- The housing is bead blasted to remove all rust and corrosion
- Motorcraft® remanufactured power steering gears meet Ford performance and durability standards
- New sector shafts are installed
- As each gear box is assembled and tested, a serial number is assigned and etched
- During disassembly, rubber and plastic components are discarded
- The housing assembly, valve assembly, and worm shaft are thoroughly cleaned
- Motorcraft® remanufactured steering gears are the ONLY remanufactured steering gears eligible for warranty replacement on new vehicles
- Each gear box core is thoroughly examined to ensure only the best quality, structurally sound cores make it to the remanufacturing line
- New seals and bearings (appropriately sized) are installed. A careful ball sizing ensures correct steering effort and a reduction of steering wheel play which leads to fewer comebacks

Cleaned fluid is controlled at each washer station for particulate weight per liter

Housing is steel shot blasted to remove corrosion

Valve assembly is cleaned with corrosion inhibiting mineral oil

Sealing surface is polished

Worn shaft teeth checked for contour & profile

Housing is dipped in corrosion inhibiting mineral oil

Contamination is measured & controlled

Grease is latest material technology-lithium based

Limited labor costs. See seller for warranty details.
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